
Specifications



Cosy Seats
The ergonomic leather seats perfectly fits the 
human body which provides all-around support.

Space Battleship Gear Shifter 
The space battleship electronic gear selector has a 
sci-fi style, so that each shift feels like an interstellar 
expedition.

Sporty Steering Wheel 
Dual D-shaped sport steering wheel, four-way 
adjustment, perforated leather wrap, from every 
detail to create a pleasant driving experience.

Flexible and Versatile
Luggage Space
The rear seats can be almost fully flatted creating
a superior large space. The trunk volume is 518L, 
and can be extended to 1412L when fold down the 
rear seats.

Triple HD Screen + Voice Control 

360 HD Camera

Hidden Door Handle
The hidden door handle is integrated with the cured 
body, effectively reducing air resistance while showing 
the dynamic of the curved body.

Airship-Shape Spoiler
The airship-shaped spoiler is more aerodynamic to 
improve driving stability and fashionable in aesthetics.

21-inch Sport Wheels 
21-inch wheel with the new MC6 tire from Continental.

Split LED Headlights 
 Trident daytime running lights + Starship headlights.

AEB + FCW System 
The forward warning auxiliary braking system can 
comprehensively analyse and detect the collision risk 
of the vehicle, issuing an early warning and assisting 
the driver to brake to prevent the rear-end collision 
accident.

RCTA Rear Cross Traffic Alert 
When reversing, if the are vehicles, motorcycles and 
other objects approaching at high speed behind the 
vehicle, RCTA system will warm he driver of 
dangerous situation and avoid accidents.

SEW System Safe Exit Warning 
SEW system provides a warning if a vehicles 
approaching from the rear side is detected as the 
occupant opens the door to exit the vehicle.

Lane Assist System 
LDW: Lane Departure Warning 
LCA: Lane Changan Assist 
TJA: Traffic Jam Assist 

Sony Car Audio System

Gravity Intelligence Driver Seat Memory360 HD Camera

BorgWarner 4WD + Aisin BAT Blue Core 2.0T High-pressure
GDI EngineTriple HD Screen + Voice Control 

Floating Center Console

6 Airbags
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